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1. What we planned to accomplish this month (by sub-task)?
1. Completion of all concrete work.
2. Grading and paving of road.
3. Completion of grading around FOG station.
4. Complete patching of pavement around pipe chase.
5. Begin mechanical work (installation of stairs, grating, fence gate, etc.)
2. What we actually accomplished this month (by sub-task)?
1. Construction of the pipe chase was completed July 27th. Forming of the sidewalk and 3 ft wide slab is on-going.
Half the side walk and tank pads have been placed.
2. The road has been paved including the ~250 ft of additional road done as a change order.
3. Mechanical work has begun with the installation of piping supports inside the pipe chase.
4. PLC programming information has been provided to contractor for the integration work with the Plant Computer
System. Expect submittal from sub by Sept. 7th.
5. The pump claim has been settled. It was decided the contractor was owed additional money for the pumps.
6. Visited the tank fabrication shop in Madera on August 14th. Observations regarding the need for ¼” welds were
incorporated and additional calculations were provided. It was indicated the tanks would be completed by the end
of August.
7. All piping has arrived on-site.
8. The application for the “non-availability waiver” for the KLAW Breakaway couplings has been pulled. Adequate
budget existed to place in the 5% De Minimis category.
How we are doing compared to our plan (by sub-task)?
1. The project is on schedule but completion is now scheduled for mid December due to a combination of weather
delays, extra work and change orders (import of aggregate base to replace bad soils, increased size of SS tanks
and added pavement work).

